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TIP OF THE MONTH 
 
 

A series of articles that originally appeared in the newsletter of Aberdeen & 
District Beekeepers’ Association from to February 2022 to January 2023. 
 
 

FEBRUARY - Fundamentals! 
 
Thinking about the forthcoming season: 
 

 Keep your beekeeping practices simple. Once you’ve grasped the basics and have some reliable 
equipment and procedures to fall back on, then that is the time to try different things. 

 Keep calm bees - it makes it all so much more pleasant. Even usually good bees can get a bit 
shirty sometimes, but if they are consistently feisty and difficult to handle, then requeen with 
one of proven good temperament. 

 Don’t mess with your bees. Have clear goals every time you open the hive and plan ahead so 
you are not opening the hive more often than necessary. 

  

MARCH - Starvation 
 
Overwintering colonies are most at risk in March, when they can easily starve. The amount of brood 
being tended is increasing and bees will fly on warmer days.  Look out for bees bringing in pollen; 
this is a sign that brood (and by implication a laying queen) is present and being fed. Flying and 
brood-rearing requiring higher nest temperatures are energy-intensive activities and stores may now 
be consumed extremely rapidly. A particularly risky situation is a warm period (cluster loosening, 
queen laying, bees flying) followed by a cold period, forcing the bees back into a cluster, possibly not 
around the limited remaining stores and potentially leading to ‘isolation starvation.’  So heft the 
hives, check fondant consumption and if necessary feed; fondant would be safest but syrup (1:1 or 
invert) would be ok towards the end of the month.  
 

APRIL - Mark Queens 
 
Beekeeping is considerably easier with marked queens and it is easier to find and mark, or re-mark, 
queens when the colony is still relatively small.  You’ll obviously want to see the queen after winter 
anyway. So aim to find and (re)mark your queens towards the end of the month. Wait until there is a 
relatively warm day when you can have the hive open for the time it takes without risk of chilling 
brood. Even if you had a marked queen last year, remember you might be looking for an unmarked 
queen - the marks can wear off or there might just have been a sneaky supersedure at the end of 
last season that you haven’t noticed.  
 

MAY - Swarms-1 (Foundation) 
 
When wild swarms find a new home, the first thing they need to do is make comb in which the 
queen can lay.  So swarms instinctively draw comb really well. If you catch a swarm, put it on 
foundation in its hive and you should get some nicely drawn frames for future use. Feeding the 
newly hived swarm will also help with comb-drawing, but it is sometimes suggested to wait a couple 
of days after hiving before doing so. The delay means the bees will consume the stores they have in 
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their crops for metabolism and making wax and not storing or feeding brood, where disease 
transmission might be more of a concern.  
 

JUNE - Swarms-2 (Varroa treatment) 
 
When a swarm is newly hived, there is no sealed brood for about a week. Any varroa mites carried 
by the swarm will be on the bees and especially vulnerable to treatment. This is similar to the mid-
winter situation and an oxalic acid-based trickle treatment is appropriate (Apibioxal, Oxybee or 
Oxuvar). Give the swarm two or three days to get established and for the queen to start laying, then 
perform the treatment within the next few days. 
 

JULY - Disease Inspections 
 
If you’ve been busy since first inspections with routine inspections and swarm prevention and 
control, thinking about bee health may have taken a back seat. If so, now is the time to bring it back 
into focus.  Do a ‘disease inspection’, focused solely on looking for diseases - both of the adult bees 
(e.g. DWV) and of the brood - including shaking bees off each frame and carefully looking for signs of 
the foulbroods. (However, if the colony is in a post-swarming/queen raising situation, it is probably 
best to leave them alone and certainly don’t shake frames with queen cells that you want to 
develop).  A good way of remembering to make regular varroa drop counts is to get into the habit of 
putting the tray in on say the first or last inspection of each month from April to September. Unless 
you are actually doing a varroa drop count, leave the tray out. 
 
 

AUGUST - Frame position 
 
If you have two or three frames in a hive that are old or badly drawn and need replacing, now is the 
time to start to do something about it, BEFORE YOU START FEEDING. Move the frames in question to 
the edge of the brood nest (if they have brood/pollen) or to outside positions. They will be used for 
winter stores. Next spring they will be empty and can be removed, to be replaced by new frames at 
the edge of the brood nest. 
 
If you have a hivesworth of frames which need replacing, plan either a ‘Bailey comb change’ or a 
Shook Swarm next season. Best practice is to replace frames after three years’ use. 
 
 

SEPTEMBER - Mouseguards 
 
Mice aren’t a problem during the summer months when there are lots of bees in the hive and they 
are actively guarding the entrance.  But once temperatures are low enough that the bees start to 
cluster, the hive is less well defended just at the time when the mice are more keenly wanting 
warmth and food. So get your mouseguards on sooner rather than later, once temperatures are 
consistently down in single figures and little flying is taking place. (I’m sure someone somewhere will 
have put a mouseguard on with the mouse already inside the hive!). Position mouseguards carefully 
so the bees can still enter and leave and occasionally check thereafter that they are still correctly 
positioned. 
 

OCTOBER - Showing Honey 
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The honey judge cannot possibly taste every jar of honey on show, so aim to present a sufficiently 
visually high-quality exhibit, good enough to get to the shortlist for opening and tasting.  
 

 Ensure the entry is in the correct class (light, medium, dark, liquid, set etc.) and complies with 
the schedule (number, type and size of jars etc.) 

 Use the best jars and lids you have - no chips, scratches or dings and as optically good as 
possible. Multiple jars in a class should be from the same manufacturer and as identical as 
possible.  Different manufacturer codes on the base are ok I believe. 

 Ensure the jars are correctly filled. When viewed from the side, there should be no visible gap 
between the top of the honey and the lower rim of the lid. 

 There should be no visible impurities, debris, crystallisation (except set honeys!), bubbles 
(except heather honey classes), sediment, fermentation/frosting, or anything else off-putting. 

 There should be no labels (except shop display exhibits) or other identifying marks. 
 
 

NOVEMBER - Cleaning your Smoker 
 
The winter months are the time to clean and maintain your equipment before next season. To clean 
your smoker, firstly remove the bellows; they are usually just screwed on. Maybe put them in a bag 
in the freezer or leave overnight if it is cold, to harden up any propolis deposits. Scrape clean and 
then wipe the outside with a solution of washing soda.  The inside of the smoker barrel, and 
especially inside the lid, probably has sticky, tarry deposits depending on what you have been 
burning. Take your blowtorch to these. They will coke into a light, brittle deposit that is relatively 
easily scraped off. Check the perforated plate is correctly in position at the bottom of the barrel. 
Refit the bellows. 
 
 

DECEMBER - Move your bees 
 
If you want to temporarily or permanently move your hives around in your apiary, you can do so in 
the cold winter months without having to worry about the ‘three feet or three miles’ rule. If the bees 
have been cooped up and clustered inside for more than a few days due to cold conditions, they will 
automatically reorient themselves to the hive location when they do eventually fly again. 


